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Our Story
Established in 2004, Restaurant Extra Super Tanker takes its inspiration from the
culinary culture of Mainland China and offers authentic Cantonese cuisine
with a twist of Hakka flavours.
⽂文华轩 Mun Wah Hin - Culture, Chinese, Pavilion;
as our Cantonese name represents, has the vision for our customers to embark
on a culinary journey when dining at any one of our popular Chinese restaurants.
We aim to serve the best delicacies, using the finest and freshest ingredients,
ensuring that the traditions of Cantonese cuisine prevail.
The restaurant’s English name - Restaurant Extra Super Tanker, is purposely distinct
and unique with no direct translation from its Cantonese name. Its stand out difference,
serves as a perfect conversational piece for customers to remember and talk about.
Our Executive Chef
Led by Chef Chin, the Executive Chef and founder, otherwise more fondly known
as Ah Wah Gor, has over 30 years of experience in the Food & Beverage industry.
His parents, who used to own a hawker stall, were his inspiration to becoming a chef.
As with many Chinese chefs, Ah Wah Gor began his culinary career at a popular
Chinese chain restaurant. He gradually worked his way up the kitchen hierarchy and
even developed a loyal customer following. Ah Wah Gor then made the career
changing decision to venture off and start his own Chinese restaurant in PJ, with the
added benefit of flexibility in creating his own dishes. The kitchen is definitely Ah Wah
Gor’s domain where he personally designs all of his kitchens to fit his cooking style.
To this day, the passion and dedication Ah Wah Gor exudes is admirable. One would
often find him crouched on a little stool next to an aluminum basin, lovingly cleaning
sea cucumbers – his therapeutic escape after a busy service session in the kitchen.
Ah Wah Gor believes that cooking is an art and every dish has its own unique flavour.
He stresses that there is no shortcuts in becoming a successful chef other than being
patient, hardworking and having the willingness to learn. To see his customers enjoy
and appreciate his dishes gives him a sense of satisfaction and happiness as a chef.

烧腊拼盘 (3-4⼈人)
BBQ VARIETY PLATTER (3-4 persons)

Available daily from 11:00am – 3:00pm, 5:30pm – 10:00pm
上午11:00am⾄至下午3:00pm, 5:30pm⾄至下午10:00pm 提供

⾃自制娘惹阿杂菜
Homemade Acar
香炸春卷 (8件)
Deep Fried Spring Rolls (8 pcs)
⻥鱼⼦子烧卖 (8件)
Siew Mai (8 pcs)
脆⽪皮烧⾁肉
Crispy Roast Pork
咸蛋叉烧
Salted Egg Char Siew
油饭
Fragrant Oil Rice
RM 88.00 nett

Only available at Restaurant Kitchen, Damansara Kim. Menu items are subject to change.
All prices are in RM and are inclusive of taxes. Delivery fees are applicable.

